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Track Notes:
1)  Opener
This was a candid take of Kyrstyn on tin whistle (and 
somebody whistling-me or her) while preparing for the 
recording of Adam-ondi-Ahman.  The piano in the 
background is crossfaded with itself to make it sound 
continuous, and was used originally to give Kyrstyn a pitch 
reference.  

2)  Adam-ondi-Ahman
This arrangement was made for church with a 11 or12-year-
old on the recorder.  Kyrstyn Pixton plays tin whistle in the 
recording.  The hymn became a favorite of mine after I was 
introduced to it by Alex Baugh, religion professor at BYU, 
whose favorite hymn it was.  Adam-ondi-Ahman is the place 
referenced in Doctrine and Covenants 116:1 where the 
Garden of Eden was located and where again Adam will 
meet with his righteous posterity prior to the Second 
Coming of the Savior.

Clayton: voice and piano
Kyrstyn:  tin whistle

3)  Lord Dismiss Us with Thy Blessing
I knew Skye's voice would be perfect on this one and I was 
right.  I love this recording.

Clayton:  guitar and backup vocals
Skye:  lead vocal
Courtney:  backup vocal

4)  Come, Come Ye Saints (piano version)
This arrangement is probably the genesis of this whole project .  I was playing the 
opening piano theme in the house of Carol ine Johnston (now Johnson) when she walked 
up and started singing Come, Come Ye Saints to it .  It was the most brill iant idea I ever 
had.  Brittany's voice is incredible on it , I think.  This hymn stands in a league of its own.

Brittany:  vocals
Clayton:  piano

5)  Come Thou Fount of Every Blessing
This arrangement was done just before the hymn became very popular-I had heard one 
small group do it before.  Skye and Courtney and I , who had formed a musical group called 
Sibl ing Revelry (active in Provo and Portland, OR between 1995 and 1999), used this 
arrangement often as a closer for our shows.  

1995 and 1999), used this arrangement often as a closer for 
our shows.  

Clayton, Skye and Courtney:  vocals

6)  Teach Me to Walk in the Light
This one made the cut because Courtney sounded so incredibly 
beautiful on it.  That's all.

Courtney:  lead vocal
Clayton:  guitar and backup vocal

7)  For the Beauty of the Earth
This piano arrangement is only barely different from what 
appears in the LDS hymnbook.  But the piano is tuned, as it 
is with almost everything else on this CD, to the key of the 
song.  This makes it original in at least that way, and to me 
the difference is significant.  The short explanation for the 
tuning is that chromatic tuning (where all notes in the scale 
are tuned at even intervals) is really a compromise so that 
the music will sound equally well in all keys.  But a more 
pleasing sound is where the thirds are somewhat flatter, the 
fifths slightly sharper, than chromatic tuning.  This 
arrangement, you might notice, is in 3 different keys, thus 
the piano was tuned in between verses-really fast.  (Just 
kidding-the verses were edited together after the fact.)

Clayton Pixton: piano

8)  I'll Go Where You Want Me to Go
This arrangement was done by Courtney.  I am 
honored to include it here.

Courtney:  lead vocals, guitar
Clayton:  backup vocals
Skye:  backup vocals

9)  A Poor Wayfaring Man of Grief
I'm sorry I had to do this one that everybody does.  But I 
can't stop myself from loving this hymn, both the music and 
the text.  Same rules apply for tuning as mentioned before.

Clayton:  piano

10)  Master, the Tempest Is Raging
This arrangement was done with the same 11/12-year-old boy 
in New York City mentioned before, for church.  He learned it 
on the recorder in all three keys.  Here it is played by my 
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1)  Opener
This is a candid take of Kyrstyn on 
the tin whistle in preparation for 
the recording of Adam-ondi-
Ahman.

2)  Adam-ondi-Ahman
William W. Phelps/ anon.
I first made this arrangement to be 
played by an 11 year-old boy, in the 
Manhattan 1st Ward, on the 
recorder.  The hymn became a 
favorite of mine after being 
introduced to it by Alex Baugh, 
religion professor at BYU, whose 
favorite hymn it is.

Clayton: voice and piano
Kyrstyn:  tin whistle

3)  Lord, Dismiss Us with Thy 

John Fawcett/ Jean-Jaques Rousseau
This arrangement was conceived 
with Skye’s voice in mind.  It 
turned out as beautifully as I 
imagined.  I love this recording.  

Skye:  lead vocal
Clayton:  guitar and backup vocals
Courtney:  backup vocal

4) Come, Come Ye Saints

William Clayton/ English Folk Song
This arrangement is really the 
genesis of this whole project.  I was 
playing the opening piano theme in 
the house of Caroline Johnston 
(now Black) when she walked up 
and started singing Come, Come Ye 
Saints.  It was about the most 
brilliant idea I ever had.

Brittany:  vocals
Clayton:  piano

5)  Come Thou Fount of Every
   
Robert Robinson/ John Wyeth
Skye, Courtney, and I have used this very 
simple arrangement of this beautiful hymn 
much over the years.  We often sang it at 
the end of our shows (we had a folk-rock 
group called Sibling Revelry, 1995-1999).  

Clayton, Skye, and Courtney:  vocals 

6)  Teach Me to Walk in the Light
Clara W. McMaster (text and music)
This one made the cut because Courtney 
sounded so incredibly beautiful on it. 

Courtney: voice
Clayton:  guitar and harmony

7)  For the Beauty of the Earth
Folliott S. Pierpoint/ Conrad Kocher
This hymn is beautiful just as it appears in 
the LDS hymnbook.  My changes are few.

Clayton:  piano

8)  I’ll Go Where You Want Me to Go
Mary Brown/ Carrie E. Rounsefell
I am honored to include this great 
arrangement by Courtney.  

Courtney:  guitar and vocals
Clayton:  vocals
Skye: vocals

9)  A Poor Wayfaring Man of Grief
James Montgomery/George Coles
I can’t stop myself from loving this hymn, 
both the music and the text.  

Clayton:  piano

10)  Master, the Tempest Is Raging
Mary Ann Baker/ H. R. Palmer
This arrangement was created for the same 
boy in New York City mentioned before, for 
Sacrament meeting.  He learned it on the 
recorder in all three keys.  Here Kyrstyn plays 
it on three different tin whistles (each tin 
whistle is made to only play in one key

Kyrstyn:  tin whistles
Clayton: piano

)11)   Nearer, My God, to Thee
Sarah F. Adams/ Lowell Mason
This absolutely beautiful arrangement is by 
Skye.  Incidentally, it contains the only “non-
Pixton” on this entire recording, Jared 
Engstrom, Skye’s husband.  

Skye:  guitar and vocals
Jared Engstrom:  harmony

12)  Adam-ondi-Ahman (guitar version)
Clayton:  guitar and vocal
Courtney:  hums

13)  Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessing
  
Clayton:  guitar and vocals
Courtney:  harmony

14)  How Gentle God’s Commands
Philip Doddridge/ Hans G. Nägeli
I fell in love with this hymn on my mission 
in Brazil during a rainstorm.

Clayton:  piano and vocals

15)  Let Us Oft Speak Kind Words
Joseph L. Townsend/ Ebenezer Beesley
This arrangement was made in the same 
fashion as Cohme, Come, Ye Saints�that is, by 
taking a piano theme I liked and placing a 
hymn melody on top of it.  My father used to 
sing this song around the house on occasion 
(I wonder why.. .)  

Clayton:  piano and vocal
Skye:  vocal

16)  Come, Come, Ye Saints (a cappella)
This a cappella version was actually fully 
developed before the piano/voice version.  
Sibling Revelry sang it with either my 
brother Bryce doing the bass part, or if he 
wasn't there, an electric bass.  

Clayton (twice), Skye and Courtney:  vocals

Musical Interludes
Between Tracks
All I’ll say is these were 
composed at sundry times 
and places over the last 
several years.

Recording was done at 
my parents' home in 
West Linn, Oregon, my 
personal studio in West 
Linn, in Brittany's New 
York City apartment, and 
at AudioWells in 
Portland, Oregon.  All 
recording, mixing, and 
mastering by Clayton 
Pixton.  For more 
information go to 
www.claytonpixton.com.
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(piano version)


